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Abstract 

We Consider a mapping from a (finite) product of finite sets to another (finite) product of finite 
sets as a general logical mapping (or logical system). The mappings could be Boolean type 
(standard logical mapping), multi-valued type (multi-valued logical mapping), or mix-valued 
type (mix-valued logical mapping). They could be used to describe the Boolean functions for 
Cryptography, the dynamics of Boolean networks or multi-valued logical networks, and the 
finite memory strategies in Game Theory, etc. Using semi-tensor product, they can be 
expressed as algebraic static or dynamic systems. Then the analysis of the topological 
structure of such systems and the control designs can be handled via their algebraic forms.  

This talk first reviews the various backgrounds of the logical systems. Then the semi-tensor 
product of matrices is introduced as a fundamental tool of this approach. Using it, the 
algebraic form of logical systems is presented and the different logical systems are 
expressed into such algebraic form. Some important structures of the Boolean functions in 
cryptography, and the Boolean networks, etc. are analyzed via their algebraic forms. Finally, 
some control problems are investigated, which include the controllability, observabilility, 
disturbance decoupling, etc. of Boolean and multi-valued networks, the optimization in 
games, etc.   

In short, the talk will provide a general framework and a universal technique to deal with the 
logical systems, which exist in various disciplines.  

  


